Carleton Student Organizations
(Economics Interest)

Carleton Investment Group (CIG)

CIG seeks to educate Carleton students about the world of business through weekly discussions and other learning opportunities. Topics of interest include business, entrepreneurship, the economy, investing strategies, jobs/internships, and recent news.

Meetings – tbd

Contacts: Matt Zacharski (zacharskim), Kanin Bunajinda (bunajindaa) and Varit Bhanijkasem (bhanijkasemv)

Women in Economics (WE)

The WE Group seeks to increase the involvement of women in the field of economics. The group hosts alumni panels and group discussions to encourage women to get involved in economics.

Meetings – WE Wednesdays 8-9pm, Sayles Lounge; various events planned throughout the year.

Contacts: Nia Harris (harrisn4), Rayna Phelps (phelpsr2) and Leah Johnson (johnsonl2)

Carleton Organization of Rising Entrepreneurs (CORE)

CORE’s main focus is to promote entrepreneurship education at Carleton to empower the next generation of entrepreneurs. With the help of professors, dedicated alumni and other leaders to gain insight and experience of both academia and industry.

Meetings - various events planned throughout the year

Contacts: Aidan Andrews (andrewsa) and Sarah Grier (griers)